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Main Contact

Lucy Jackson

Consortium Coordinator

07983 532407

ljackson@cirruspurchasing.co.uk

Procurement Contact 

Claire Paton 

Director of Consultancy 

07828 143935 

cpaton@cirruspurchasing.co.uk

NOV 21 

TO

NOV 25

The Kitchens Framework
The Cirrus Consortium Kitchen Supply Framework 2 builds on the success

of our previous kitchens framework and offers members quick, flexible and

compliant access to a range of leading kitchen manufacturers and

suppliers.

While the framework is predominantly for the supply of standard kitchen

materials and accessories, we’ve also incorporated installation services,

modular kitchens, adapted kitchens and a design service.

The framework supports the service delivery models that may be required

by our members including delivery direct to site or nearby collection point,

collections from a sales outlet network and replenishment of client stores

facilities.



About Us
Cirrus Purchasing Ltd is a specialist procurement consultancy and public

sector framework provider supporting the social housing, public and private

sectors.

The Cirrus Consortium is a group of contracting authorities across England,

Scotland and Wales who have joined together to establish frameworks for a

range of products and services that comply with the Public Contracts

Regulations (PCR).

Cirrus Purchasing manage the frameworks on behalf of the Consortium,

every solution we set up is informed by our members who have free input

into the arrangements.

FTS Contract Notice 

Reference Number: 

2021/S 000-019766

FTS Contract Award 

Notice Reference 

Number:

2021/S 000-027434

Framework Duration:

Nov 21 – Nov 25

Management Fees

0.5%
Supplier
Rebate

There are no joining fees or ongoing costs payable by

members for the use of our frameworks. Framework suppliers

are required to make payment to Cirrus Purchasing of 0.5% of

invoiced turnover from call-off contracts issued via the kitchens

framework to cover framework management costs.

To the best of our knowledge this is the lowest fee

charged to suppliers on a kitchen supply

framework nationally.
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Materials and Services Available

Readymade (pre-assembled) kitchen units

►Flat pack kitchen units

►Adapted kitchen units

►Modular kitchens

►Kitchen unit doors

►Worktops

►Kitchen components and accessories

►Kitchen wall and floor tiles and accessories

►Kitchen appliances

►Kitchen supply and installation services

►Kitchen design service
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suppliers
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Environmental
Sustainability

Cirrus Purchasing care about the environment and would like to help our

consortium members reach net carbon zero by 2050. We’ve remained a

completely carbon negative company ourselves for 11 consecutive years, and

as an SME organisation have so far planted almost 200 trees, supported a

hydro power project in India and contributed to the Mersey Forest Foundation.

That’s why we wanted to work with framework suppliers who are doing their bit

too. All suppliers on the kitchens framework were asked at tender about their

approach to improving environmental sustainability, including how they can

work with our members to minimise the environmental impact of their call-off

contracts. This information is available to our consortium members on request

when conducting a call-off contract under the framework.

Social Value

The framework takes a flexible approach to social value to allow each member to

meet their individual social aims and objectives. To meet your own social value

goals you can:

►Use one of the off-the-shelf readymade social value framework packages

available, or

►Design your own bespoke social value requirements, tailored to suit your needs

Cirrus Purchasing can support you through this process if required.



DIRECT AWARD OR
MINI COMPETITION
You can award your contract via direct award or by re-opening competition through the use of a mini-

competition. You can either handle the mini-competition yourself, or Cirrus Purchasing can manage the

process on your behalf.

Register your details and notify us that you are trading via the Cirrus Consortium Kitchen Materials

Framework here:

Completing this form automatically gives you free membership to the Cirrus Consortium as well as an

audit trail to prove you trade under a PCR compliant framework. You do not need to sign an access

agreement with Cirrus Purchasing or the Cirrus Consortium.
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How to Award

www.cirruspurchasing.co.uk/Regform4

https://www.cirruspurchasing.co.uk/Regform4


Cirrus Consortium
Framework Support Services

We offer a number of additional support services
through our frameworks upon request – because one
size doesn’t fit all, we tailor our solutions to you.
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Follow us on LinkedIn

Other Cirrus Consortium Frameworks

http://www.linkedin.com/company/cirrus-purchasing-ltd
https://www.cirruspurchasing.co.uk/

